TOM THUMB SCREEN GRID PORTABLES

TOM THUMB SCREEN GRID PORTABLES, now in their second year, lead the entire radio field with more than a year's SCREEN GRID experience behind them.

The screen grid principle may be new—but with TOM THUMB it is not an experiment but a proven success.

TOM THUMB now offers a complete line of screen grid portables—of newer design. A battery model, a D. C. Electric model and also an A. C. All-Electric model. Each model is completely self-contained—loop-aerial, loud speaker, batteries or power unit—EVERYTHING—in one small and very attractive travelling case.

The complete portable may be operated at home—or taken on a trip—indoors or outdoors—ANYWHERE and the world is at the finger tips. Simplicity, ease of operation, compactness, with all advantages of volume, tone quality, selectivity, and DX is all found in TOM THUMB SCREEN GRID PORTABLES.
MODEL -B
(Battery Operated)

The SCREEN GRID UX-222 tube is used, in this model, with amazing results. Beautiful in appearance, light weight, shockproof construction, and ability to "pull in" stations on its simple single drum control, with volume and clarity are only a few of the many features, which make TOM THUMB the outstanding portable.

Just Swing the Cover Open and Tune In

NECESSARY EQUIPMENT
1 UX-222 tube (screen grid).
3 UX-199 tubes.
3 Dry cells (Radio-A).
2 45 volt B-Batteries (Burgess No. 5308 or Marathon No. 3051 type).
1 4½ volt C-Battery (Burgess No. 5360 or Marathon No. 3501 type).

No other equipment necessary

List Price $60.00 Less Equipment
MODEL B-DELUXE
(Battery Operated)

The construction and design of this DELUXE model is similar to Model B but comes housed in a beautiful travelling case equipped with special cone speaker. Provides for additional B-Battery supply and uses a power tube—assuring more volume—better tone quality and DX.

The prince of battery portable

*Just Swing the Cover Open and Tune In*

NECESSARY EQUIPMENT

1 UX-222 tube (screen grid).
2 UX-120 power.
2 UX-199 tubes.
3 45 volt B-Batteries (Burgess No. 5308 or Marathon No. 3051 type).
3 Dry Cells (Radio-A).
1 22½ volt C-Battery (Burgess or Marathon type).

*No other equipment necessary*

List Price $67.50 Less Equipment
We can tell you of:

its Construction
its Wonderful Tone Quality
its Remarkable Volume
its Extreme Selectivity
its Amazing Sensitivity
its Beautiful Appearance

BUT

You must HEAR it and SEE it to appreciate its real qualities.

*Just Swing the Cover Open and Tune In*
MODEL A. C. ELECTRIC
Operates on 110 Volts A. C. 60 Cycles
The new and sensational SCREEN GRID A. C. 224 tube is used effectively in this TOM THUMB A. C. All-Electric portable, resulting in extreme selectivity, wonderful tone quality, and Exceptional DX—never before heard on a portable.

The volume produced in this remarkable portable requires a cone speaker of special design—capable of handling the added power. This speaker is mounted in the front cover and assures maximum volume with unusual clarity.

*Just Swing the Cover Open and Tune In*

**TUBES USED**
1 UX-280
1 UX-226
1 UX-171-A
1 UY-227
1 UY A. C. 224

List Price **$99.00** Less Tubes
D. C. ALL-ELECTRIC

Operates on 110 Volts D. C. (Direct) Current

An ideal Portable Radio for SCHOOLS, HOTELS, HOSPITALS, OFFICE BUILDINGS, CLUBS, any place where D. C. Electric current is available. Does away with the necessity of changing batteries. Just plug into the Electric light socket and tune in.

DESIGNED TO USE

1 UX-222 Screen Grid Tube (D.C.)
3 UX-201-A tubes.

Nothing else necessary

List Price $90.00 Less Tubes
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